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Abstract
We introduce the notion of complexes in the category of small categories, generalizing the theory
of CW-complexes. The theory developed in this paper can also be applied in other categories with
various cylinders like Simplicial complexes.  2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper is part of a larger project to investigate with a new insight the homotopy
theory of small categories and its relation to the classical homotopy theory of spaces.
There are three different notions of homotopy for small categories. The notion of
strong homotopy (see, for example, [2]) is the symmetric transitive closure of the relation
given by: F ∼ G iff there is a natural transformation between them. The notion of
weak homotopy (used in [8,9]) is related to the classifying spaces of the categories:
Two functors F and G are homotopic iff BF and BG are homotopic continuous maps,
where
B :Cat→ T op
is the classifying space functor (introduced by Segal [9]) from the category Cat of small
categories to the category of topological spaces. In [3] an intermediate notion of homotopy
is introduced by using path categories.
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There are applications of the homotopy theory of small categories in various directions:
In K-theory (see, for example, Quillen’s paper [8]), in topology by computing homotopy
groups of CW-complexes and of course in category theory.
A good homotopy model structure on a category allows one to do homotopy theory
and provides all the constructions, tools and results of homotopy theory for that category.
In [11] Thomason proves that Cat admits a structure of closed model category in the sense
of Quillen [7]. This structure is lifted from the one on the category of simplicial sets by
using a pair of adjoint functors and it is related to the weak notion of homotopy used in [8,
9].
In [6] we proved that the category Cat of small categories admits an alternative homotopy
model structure which is based on a family of natural cylinders. Cat has a family of
natural cylinders indexed by the set N of natural numbers. Using these cylinders and
the natural transformations between them and defining a notion of cofibration appropriate
for the various cylinders setting, we proved in [6] that Cat is a Λ-cofibration category.
This axiomatic homotopy theory was introduced in [4] to model the homotopy theory of
categories with a family of natural cylinders indexed by an ordered set Λ, for example
the category of simplicial complexes and the category of global actions (cf. [4,5]), and
generalizes Baues’ homotopy theory for I -categories [1].
This homotopy theory for Cat is different than the one induced by the closed
model structure given by Thomason. Moreover, if we denote by q :Cat → Ho(Cat) the
localization of Cat with respect to the class of strong homotopy equivalences and by
γ :Cat →HoT (Cat) the localization of Cat with respect to the class of weak equivalences
in the sense of Thomason (i.e., HoT (Cat) is the homotopy category of Cat as a closed
model category), there exists a unique functor F :Ho(Cat)→HoT (Cat) such that Fq = γ
and this functor is not an equivalence (see [6]).
Our approach to an axiomatic model structure on Cat has the advantage that all
constructions, whether main ones or subsidiary ones are done inside Cat, which means that
a solution of a problem can be followed step by step in the category. Nice constructions of
objects such as suspension categories, cones and α-spheres are shown.
In this paper we use tools and results of Λ-cofibration categories to introduce the notion
of complexes in Cat, generalizing the classical constructions and results of CW-complexes
in T op. The constructions and results of this article can be also applied in other categories
with families of natural cylinders like simplicial complexes.
Complex-categories have nice extra properties equivalent to the properties of CW-
complexes in T op (see Proposition 3.7, Theorems 3.8 and 3.12 below) and they will be
used in a future work to define the right notion of spectrum of categories and develop
delooping machines in Cat.
One of the main differences with CW-complexes is that in Cat for any dimension n 1
one has a family of n-dimensional α-spheres Snα , where α ∈N is the length of the sphere,
and for any n-dimensional α-sphere we have a family of β-cones CβSnα where β ranges
also over N. That means that a relative complex (X,A) in Cat is constructed from a
category A by attaching cells of different dimensions and lengths. Because of the presence
of many cylinders with different lengths instead of just one, it is necessary to use a concept
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of subdivision of categories and functors. The idea of subdivision is to replace some given
object X which can be constructed using some cylinders (for example a mapping cylinder,
a suspension, a cone) by an object X′ constructed in a similar way but replacing those
cylinders by bigger ones. This is needed to prove the main Theorem 3.12 which generalizes
Whitehead’s theorem for CW-complexes in this setting: A functor f :X → Y between
complexes in Cat is a weak equivalence if and only if f admits a strong homotopy inverse
up to subdivisions of X and Y .
In Section 2, we recall some basic properties of categories with various natural cylinders.
The notions of homotopy and homotopy equivalences for functors that we use is strictly
stronger than the classical ones used, for example, in [8,9]. We construct also an example
to prove that Quillen’s Theorem A does not admit in general a formulation in terms of
strong homotopy.
In Section 3 we develop the theory of complexes in Cat and prove the main results. For
this kind of categories, the notions of strong homotopy equivalence, homotopy equivalence
and weak equivalence will coincide up to suitable subdivisions. The paper concludes with
some remarks about the existence and uniqueness of analogous to Eilenberg–MacLane
complexes in this context.
By convention, all categories we deal with are to be small, excepting of course the
category Cat of small categories and the category T op of topological spaces.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we recall some basic results of the homotopy theory for categories with a
family of natural cylinders and prove in particular some results for Cat which are needed
in the last section of the article. At the end of this section we construct an example to prove
that the strong version of Quillen’s Theorem A (i.e., using strong homotopy equivalences
instead of homotopy equivalences) is not in general valid.
We begin by defining the family of natural cylinders in Cat.
Definition 2.1. Given n ∈ N, let In be the following category. The objects of In are the
integers 0,1, . . . , n and the morphisms, other than the identities, are defined as follows. If
r and s are two distinct objects in In there is exactly one morphism from r to s if r is even
and s = r − 1 or s = r + 1 and no morphisms otherwise. The sketch of In is as follows
(case n odd).
In : 0 1 2 3 . . . . . . n .
Definition 2.2. Two functors f,g :C→ D are strong homotopic if there is an n ∈ N and
H :C×In →D such that H(a,0)= f (a) and H(a,n)= g(a) for all a ∈ C . The functorH
is called a strong homotopy from f to g and it is denoted H :f 	 g. A functor f :C→D
is a strong homotopy equivalence if there exists g :D→ C such that fg 	 1 and gf 	 1.
A category C is called strong contractible if the functor C → ∗ is a strong homotopy
equivalence.
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The family of cylinders In :Cat → Cat (n ∈N) is induced by the interval categories In,
taking InX =X× In. Sometimes it is necessary to replace one given cylinder by a bigger
one of the family. The way to do that is by using some natural transformations between
them which arise from the subdivision functors between the interval categories.
Definition 2.3. Let n,m ∈ N with m  n. A functor t : Im → In such that t (0) = 0 and
t (m)= n will be called a subdivision functor.
Remark 2.4. Let H :f 	 g with H :C × In → D. If m  n there exists at least one
subdivision functor t : Im → In. Thus there is a homotopy H ′ :C × Im → D from f to
g taking H ′ =H(1× t).
A Λ-cofibration category is basically a category C with a family of natural cylinders
{Iα :C → C | α ∈ Λ} indexed by an ordered set Λ together with families of natural
transformations t : Iα → Iβ whenever α  β ∈Λ. These categories have also a notion of
cofibration which makes use of the concept of subdivision explained below. The category
Cat is a Λ-cofibration category for Λ=N with the family of cylinders presented above and
with the natural transformations induced by the subdivision functors t : Im → In between
the interval categories.
If an object such as a mapping cylinder is constructed using a particular cylinder, it will
be necessary to relate it to corresponding objects constructed using other cylinders from
the family {Iα : α ∈Λ}. To this end we introduced in [4] the concept of subdivision. We
explain here this concept very briefly.
Suppose X is the colimit in Cat of a finite diagram. The objects of this diagram are
some categories Oi and IαjOi where αj ∈ α for some finite subset α ⊂ N. Suppose also
that the maps of the diagram are defined in a way that allows us to replace the cylinders
Iαj for bigger ones Iα′j in a natural way. The colimit of the new diagram where the old
cylinders were replaced by bigger ones is denoted X′ and it is called a subdivision of X.
If we take for each j a transformation tj : Iα′j → Iαj then these transformations induce a
functor T :X′ → X called transformation map. To illustrate this consider the α-mapping
cylinder of a functor f :A→B ,
Zαf = IαA∪
A
B (α ∈N).
In this case we have α = {α}. If we choose now β  α and some t : Iβ → Iα we
obtain a transformation map T :Zβf → Zαf . In Section 3 we will use another examples
of subdivisions (like suspensions, cones, etc).
If f :X → Y is any map in Cat and T :X′ → X is a subdivision of X we denote
f ′ = f T :X′ → Y and call it a subdivision of f .
To define the notion of cofibration in Cat, one has to consider some special functors
i :X→ Y which can be extended to some subdivision i ′ :X′ → Y ′ and the functors i have
the homotopy extension property up to subdivisions (see [6]).
Let us finish this brief explanation recalling the following notion which will be used in
relative complexes. If X is a colimit of a diagram as before, we say that the subdivision
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X′ is invariant in the subobjects Oj → X. For example the subdivision T :Zβf → Zαf is
invariant in A and in B (but not invariant in IαA). In Corollary 3.10 we have a relative
complex (X,A) and consider a subdivision of X which is invariant in A.
Remark 2.5. The subdivision functors t : Im → In are strong homotopy equivalences
relative {0} and therefore t × 1 : ImA→ InA are strong homotopy equivalences rel A× 0.
That implies that the transformations induced between mapping cylinders T :Zmf → Znf
are also strong homotopy equivalences.
As a consequence of this remark we have the following result.
Proposition 2.6. A map f :A→ B in Cat can be factored as f = qjm :A→Zmf → B for
some big m ∈N such that jm is a cofibration on {m} (see [6]) and q is a strong homotopy
equivalence.
Proof. This follows from the factorization property of Λ-cofibration categories [4, 5.17]
and the last remark. ✷
It is easy to see that for any category X the transformation maps T :X′ → X are weak
equivalences. Nevertheless they are not in general strong homotopy equivalences as we can
see in the following example.
Example 2.7. Consider the following category T3
∗ + ∗
Push(i0,i1)
∗
I3 T3
This category can be sketched as follows.
0 α 1 2β
γ
with αγ = β . Replacing I3 by I4 we construct in the same way T4 whose sketch is as
follows.
0
d
a 1 2b c 3
The subdivision functor t : I4 → I3 defined as t (r) = r for r = 0,1,2,3 and t (4) = 3
induces a transformation map T :T4 → T3 which is not a strong homotopy equivalence,
since there is no F :T3 → T4 with T F 	 1.
Following [8,9] there is a weaker notion of homotopy in Cat related to the classifying
space functor B :Cat → T op. Two functors f,g :C→D are homotopic if the continuous
maps Bf and Bg are homotopic.
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It is clear that strong homotopic implies homotopic. The notion of strong homotopic is
strictly stronger as we can see in the following example.
Example 2.8. Let N be the following category. The objects of N are the nonnegative
integers and the morphisms between two objects r and s are defined as in Definition 2.1.
It is easy to see that if f :N →N is a functor such that f 	 1N , then there exists n0 ∈N
such that f (n) = n ∀n  n0. Thus the category N is not strong contractible. But N is
contractible in the sense that the map BN →∗ is a homotopy equivalence (of topological
spaces).
Quillen’s Theorem A [8] gives sufficient conditions for a functor f :C→ C ′ to be a
homotopy equivalence (i.e.,Bf is a homotopy equivalence between the classifying spaces).
The formulation of this theorem in terms of strong homotopy is not valid as we can see in
the following example.
Example 2.9. Consider N as in Example 2.8 and let M be the following category. The
objects of M are the same as in N and the maps of M are the maps of N together with
the following maps. If r = 4k+ 2, with k  0, there is a map from r to r − 2 such that the
composition of this map with the map from r − 2 to r − 1 is the map from r to r − 1. We
can sketchM as follows.
M : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . . .
We consider now the inclusion i :N →M. For n ∈ ObjM, the category n\i is the
category ∗ if n is odd, the category (I2)op if n = 4k, the category I3 if n = 2 and the
category (I4)op if n= 4k+ 2. Thus the categories n\i are strong contractible for all n. But
the functor i is not a strong homotopy equivalence since there is no g :M→N such that
gi 	 1N (see Example 2.8).
3. Complexes
In this section we develop the theory of complexes in Cat. This theory can be also applied
in other Λ-cofibration categories like simplicial complexes. We prove generalizations
of the well-known results of CW-complexes using suitable subdivisions of the relative
complexes. However to prove the generalized Whitehead’s Theorem we have to restrict
ourselves to finite complexes.
For the rest of this article all categories we deal with are pointed and small.
Given a category C and α ∈ N, the α-suspension (ΣαC) and the α-cone (CαC) are
defined with the following pushouts
C + C
Push(i0,i1)
(1,∗) C
Push
∗
IαC CαC ΣαC
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where ∗ denotes the category with only one map and IαC is the reduced α-cylinder of C .
Definition 3.1. Let S0 be the discrete category with two points. For n ∈ N, we define the
n-dimensional α-sphere as the pointed category Snα =ΣnαS0.
Remark 3.2. The cofibration jβ :Snα →CβSnα is n-connected, i.e., πr(CβSnα,Snα)= 0 ∀r 
n, since the homotopy groups πr(Snα) and πr(CβSnα) coincide with the homotopy groups
of the classifying spaces [6].
Proposition 3.3. Let i :V →U be a cofibration in Cat. A map
f :
(
CβS
n−1
α , S
n−1
α
)→ (U,V )
induces the null map in πn(U,V ) if and only if there exist α′, β ′  α,β and a map
f :Cβ ′S
n−1
α′ → V such that f 	 f ′ rel Sn−1α′ , where f ′ is a subdivision of f .
Proof. For big enough α′, β ′, γ ∈N with γ  β ′, let
H = (H2,H1) : Iγ
(
Cβ ′S
n−1
α′ , S
n−1
α′
)→ (U,V )
be the homotopy between f ′ = (f ′2, f ′1) and ∗, where f ′ is a subdivision of f .
Consider H 1 :CγSn−1α′ → V the map induced by H1 : Iγ Sn−1α′ → V .
We construct a homotopy φ between (iH 1, f ′1) and f ′ relative S
n−1
α′ as follows.
Consider a subdivision of H2, H ′2 : Iγ Cγ S
n−1
α′ → U and take δ = 2γ . Define
φ : IδIγ S
n−1
α′ →U
as follows.
φ(x, r, s)=


H ′2(x, r, s), s  γ − r,
H ′2(x, r, γ − r), γ − r  s  γ + r,
H ′2(x, s − γ, γ − r), s  γ + r.
This map induces the homotopy φ : IδCγ Sn−1α′ →U . ✷
Definition 3.4. A category X˜ is obtained from X by attaching an n-cell of length (α,β)
(or simply an (n− (α,β))-cell) if X˜ is the pushout
Sn−1α
Pushjβ
f
X
CβS
n−1
α X˜
for some attaching map f :Sn−1α →X.
Definition 3.5. Let α ⊂ N finite. A pair (X,A) is an α-relative complex category if there
exists a sequence A = X−1 → X0 → X1 → ·· · with X = colimXn and Xn is obtained
from Xn−1 by attaching (n− (α,β))-cells with α,β ∈ α.
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For A= ∗ we denote the pair (X,∗) simply as X and call it an α-complex category.
We say that (X,A) is a relative complex if it is an α-relative complex category for some
finite α ⊂ N. We say that dim(X,A) = n if X = Xn and X = Xn−1. A relative complex
(X,A) is finite if X is obtained by attaching a finite number of cells.
Example 3.6. Snα is a finite α-complex with the base point as 0-cell and Snα as n-cell. (cf.
[4, Remark 5.60]).
For β ∈ α ⊂ N the map jβ :Snα → CβSnα is a cofibration on α (see [4]). Using the basic
properties of cofibrations, we can prove the following result.
Proposition 3.7. Let X = colim(∗→ X0 → X1 → ·· ·) be a α-complex. Then the maps
Xn →Xn+1 and Xn →X are cofibrations on α.
As in the case of CW-complexes, we have the following result for the cofibrations
i :Xn →X.
Theorem 3.8. Let X = colim(∗ → X0 → X1 → ·· ·) be a complex. For any n, the pair
(X,Xn) is n-connected.
Proof. By Proposition 3.3 we have to show that given r  n and a map f : (CβSr−1α , Sr−1α )→
(X,Xn) there exist α′, β ′ and a map f :Cβ ′Sr−1α′ →Xn such that f 	 f ′ relative Sr−1α′ .
Since CβSr−1α is finite then Im(f ) intersects only a finite number of cells and repeating
the following argument a finite number of times, we can suppose
Im(f )⊆Xn ∪
Sn−1γ
CδS
n−1
γ .
Now since πr(CδSn−1γ , Sn−1γ )= 0 ∀r  n, by Proposition 3.3 there exists f :Cβ ′Sr−1α′ →
Xn such that f 	 f ′ rel Sr−1
α′ . ✷
Lemma 3.9. Let i :Z → Y be an n-equivalence and let r  n. Given a commutative
diagram
Sr−1α Z
CβS
r−1
α
f
Y
there exist α′, β ′  α,β and f :Cβ ′Sr−1α′ → Z such that if 	 f ′ rel Sr−1α′ , where f ′ is a
subdivision of f .
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.3 and the fact that i admits a factorization i = qjα
with jα a cofibration on {α} and q a strong homotopy equivalence. ✷
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Suppose X˜ is obtained from X by attaching an (n− (α,β))-cell. If we take α′  α and
β ′  β and transformations t1 : Iα′ → Iα, t2 : Iβ ′ → Iβ we can consider the subdivision X˜′
of X˜ defined as
Sn−1
α′
Pushjβ′
f ′
X
Cβ ′S
n−1
α′ X˜
′
By definition, it is clear that X˜′ is obtained from X by attaching an (n − (α′, β ′))-cell.
Note that the restriction of the transformation map T : X˜′ → X˜ induced by t1 and t2 to X
is the identity. In general, if (X,A) is a relative complex, we can replace some or all of the
Sn−1α and CβSn−1α by bigger Sn−1α′ and Cβ ′S
n−1
α′ and obtain a subdivision X
′ of X which is
invariant in A. By definition, it is clear that (X′,A) is also a relative complex.
If (X,A) is a finite relative complex, we can apply Lemma 3.9 a finite number of times
to prove the following.
Corollary 3.10. Let f :Z → Y be an n-equivalence and (X,A) a finite complex with
dim(X,A) n. Given a commutative diagram
A Z
X
h
Y
there exists a subdivision X′ of X invariant in A and a functor h :X′ → Z such that
fh	 h′ rel A, where h′ is a subdivision of h.
Note that the complex (X,A) must be finite since we are working with a kind of ‘finite’
homotopy. We show with the following example that Corollary 3.10 is not valid in general
for infinite complexes.
Example 3.11. For every n ∈ N consider the interval category In with base point 0 and
take X = ∨n∈N In which is a one dimensional complex. The map ∗ :∗ → X is a 1-
equivalence but there is no subdivision T :X′ →X such that T 	 ∗.
Theorem 3.12. A functor f :X→ Y between finite complexes is a weak equivalence if and
only if there are subdivisions X′ and Y ′ of X and Y , functors f ′ :X′ → Y ′ and g :Y ′ →X
and transformation maps t1 :X′ → X and t2 :Y ′ → Y such that the following diagram
homotopy commutes
X′
t1
f ′
Y ′
g
t2
X
f
Y
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Before we make the proof, note that this result generalizes the classical Whitehead’s
Theorem in the various cylinders setting. In the topological case the subdivisions X′ and
Y ′ coincide with X and Y and the transformation maps t1 and t2 are the identities.
Proof. Suppose f is a weak equivalence. Since Y is a finite complex, there exists a
subdivision Y ′ together with a transformation t2 :Y ′ → Y and a map g′ :Y ′ → X such
that fg 	 t2 :Y ′ → Y .
The map t2 :Y ′ → Y is a weak equivalence and then there exists a subdivision X˜ of X
together with a transformation t˜ : X˜→X and a map f˜ : X˜→ Y ′ such that t2f˜ 	 f t˜ : X˜→
Y .
We consider now the maps gf˜ and t˜ from X˜ to X. Composing with f , we obtain a
homotopy fgf˜ 	 t2f˜ 	 f t˜ : X˜→ Y . Let H : X˜ × Iα → Y be a homotopy between fgf˜
and f t˜ .
We extend now H to a H :X′ × Iβ →X, where t3 :X′ → X˜ is a subdivision and β  α,
using that X˜× Iα is a finite complex and f is a weak equivalence.
Consider now f ′ = f˜ t3 and t1 = t˜ t3 :X′ →X. The map H is a homotopy between gf ′
and t1. ✷
We conclude with some remarks about the existence and uniqueness of analogous to
Eilenberg–MacLane complexes.
Definition and Remark 3.13. Given an Abelian group G and n 2, one can construct a
complex X in Cat such that
πr(X)=
{
G, r = n,
0, r = n,
mimicking the classical construction of the Eilenberg–MacLane complexes of type (G,n)
m in T op (cf. [10]). Note that for the construction of X we can use spheres and cells of
any length.
In the same way we obtain the following result generalizing the classical one.
Proposition 3.14. Let X be an (n − 1)-connected complex with πn(X) = G and Y be
a category with πn(Y ) = H and πm(Y ) = 0 for m > n. If φ :G→ H is a morphism of
groups, then there exists a subdivisionX′ of X and a map f :X′ → Y such that the diagram
πn(X
′)
	
f∗
πn(Y )
	
G
φ
H
commutes. Moreover, if X is a finite complex then f is unique up to homotopy.
Note that in Proposition 3.14 we can not assert that f :X′ → Y is unique up to homotopy
if X is not finite but of course Bf :BX′ → BY is unique up to homotopy in T op.
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In particular, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 3.15. If X and Y are Eilenberg–MacLane complexes of type (G,n) in Cat, there
are subdivisions X′, X′′ of X and Y ′ of Y , transformation maps t1 :Y ′ → Y, t2 :X′′ →X′
and a diagram
X′′
t2
h
Y ′
t1
g
X′
f
Y
such that BfBg 	 Bt1 and BgBh	 Bt2.
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